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All New Holland people and products are special and have specific tasks: to meet customers’ demands and to ensure
customers’ success. That is why farmers with specific working needs who are serious about their future trust 
New Holland and its world wide dealer network. They know that here they can find all the technological innovations that
increase their productivity and confidence; more flexible and convenient finance packages, designed by people who
understand agriculture; service that makes the difference, with prompt and efficient assistance in the workshop and the
field using only New Holland original parts, designed and manufactured for New Holland products - readily available for
all types of machine and models. They know that New Holland people will understand them, because New Holland
people think the way they do. New Holland is a great family of specialists, which together with its customers, is growing
every day. Visit our web site www.newholland.com

Your success – Our specialty

The data indicated in this folder are approximate. The
models described here can be subjected to modifications
without any notice by the manufacturer. The drawings and
photos may refer to equipment that is either optional or
intended for other countries. Please apply to our Sales
Network for any further information. 
Published by New Holland Brand Communications. 
Bts Adv. - Printed in Italy - 11/04 - TP00 - (Turin) 
Cod. n. 43001/INT

A great family of specialists at work.

NEW HOLLAND IS A BRAND OF CNH.
CNH: A WORLD-LEADING MANUFACTURER OF TRACTORS, COMBINES AND BALERS.



VM, VL
New Holland high-yield
multipurpose grape harvesters
VL600, VL610, VL620, VL630, VL640, VL660 and VL460 models.

Gold medal 
for VM/VL 

harvesting head.

technical
innovation

2003
Harvesting head
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New Holland and Braud technology:
excellence in all vineyards for over 30 ye
For over 30 years, New Holland grape harvesters have
been marked with the sign of excellence in all the world's
vineyards. Excellence that relies on Braud technology and
on the ability of permanent innovation: pendular harvesting
heads, the Noria harvesting system, beating systems,
great comfort cabs, etc., as many innovations, patented
and many times awarded by juries of professionals and
users. These unrivalled innovations have led to the
uncontested leadership of New Holland grape harvesters

throughout the world. Specialists of large and intermediary
vines respectively, the new VM and VL are fitting heirs to
this spirit of innovation and excellence. Again, harvesting
quality and versatility of the machines were at the heart of
their design. Patented and awarded, the new beating
system using flexible back fixtures, combines high quality
harvesting with great ease of use, and all this without any
maintenance. Equally patented and awarded, is the new
rapid beater deployment system. Without forgetting the



ars!

Over 30 years of innovation and excellence
For over 30 years, our specialist teams in the
Coëx factory in France, have designed, fine-tuned
and produced, over 11,000 grape harvesters,
which for wine growers throughout the world
constitute a benchmark in terms of production
quality, grape harvesting quality and response 
to their versatility expectations. 

beaters' electronic pinching and the New Holland grape
picker-separator, which actively contribute to harvesting
quality. On the versatility front, the model's impressive
system of rapid attachment of the harvesting head  and the
new extendable pole for fixing front attachments is
revolutionising existing standards. If you add to this all the
competence of the New Holland dealer network, their
teams' continued training in all the latest technologies, as
well as the availability of our original parts and all the

possibilities of tailor-made financing offered by 
New Holland Credit, it is clear that the new New Holland
VM and VL high-yield multipurpose grape harvesters
constitute, by far, the leader in their market.

Production quality at every stage
Computer-assisted design ensures the
production quality from the very first stage.
Next, prototypes are subjected to rigorous
tests in all vineyards. Laser cutting, robots
for welding and cutting edge production
systems support production quality 
in every stage of the production process. 

An ultramodern assembly line
Thanks to investments from CNH, the Coëx
factory, certified ISO 9001, is the largest and
most modern in the world for the design and
production of grape harvesters. The factory
has a specific assembly line for the harvesting
heads and two lines for the motors.
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Six new high-yield models for large and inte

Enhanced with six multipurpose
models, the new range of high-
yield VM/VL grape harvesters
have just increased the lead of
Braud technology in terms of
innovation, harvesting quality,
comfort, yield and versatility.

New great comfort cab
Instrument panel, controls,
optimal visibility and integral
protection were all designed 
in order to optimise the work
quality and productivity 
of the operator

New beating system: three times
Gold medal winner
The new patented and several
times awarded (Gold medal Sitevi
1988 and 2003, Eima 2003)
beating system guarantees perfect
grape harvesting and total respect
for vegetation.

New programming system and
motion speed regulation
This unique system on the grape
harvesting machine allows 
the operator to programme 
his desired progress speed and 
to keep it constant over all terrains. 

New engines
All conform to the “Tier II” standard;
New Holland new thermal engines offer
new machines all the power necessary
for every condition of use.

New Anti-Skid
hydrostatic transmission
The new hydrostatic transmission fitted
in these new machines, allows them 
to benefit from a considerable increase 
in torque, transmission optimisation
with a new large capacity hydrostatic
pump and increased manoeuvrability.

New multifunctional handle
Integrated into the seat armrest,
the new multifunctional handle
really is an “all in one” control,
which allows control of all the
machines’ functions, as much in
versatility as in harvesting.



rmediary vines.

Rapid beater deployment system: two times
Gold medal winner in 2003
This new, patented system, Gold medal winner
at Sitevi 2003 and Eima 2003, allows the
immediate activation or deactivation of each
beater. This means you are able to easily and
quickly regulate the beating according to the
fruit-bearing zone. This innovation represents 
a tremendous improvement in harvesting
quality, as well as in time and work comfort.

New buckets
The collection and transport in buckets
system, Gold medal winner in Sima 1980,
which has revolutionised the mechanisation
of grape harvesters and which remains
unrivalled, has been redesigned for this
new range: new profile, new fixture 
and new capacity.

New versatility 
Carriers were designed to be used
all year long, for pre-cutting to
grape harvesting. In order to
achieve this, a new, patented
system of harvester head,
detachment and a new extendable
pole, to hook up front attachments
were developed.

Beaters’ electric pinching 
This system allows adaptation of the
beaters’ pinching from the driving
seat, according to the thickness 
of the vegetation and the difficulty 
of separating.

New conveyers
The conveyers have been
redesigned for quick and
easy maintenance.

Exclusive and patented 
ginner-separator
New Holland patented and exclusive
revolutionary progress, completely
devoted to harvesting quality.
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Powerful, performing, manoeuvrable
and versatile carriers. 
A versatile carrier, resulting from Braud technology, to be used throughout the year.
Avant-garde technology and innovations are at the heart of the design of this new high-yield carrier.
The objective: to allow grape growers to use it throughout the year,
from pre-pruning to grape harvesting. That is
why New Holland has developed a
new, patented rapid harvesting head
detachment system. This simple and
rapid system allows one person, alone
and without tools, to detach the
harvesting head in just 10 minutes. 
Once the harvesting head has been
removed, the new spraying equipment,
studied and produced in collaboration with
the Berthoud Company, can be attached to
the model. This attachment takes less than 
10 minutes. New Holland has also
developed an extendable pole, which
allows the front tools to be fixed
and used. All these tools 
are controlled by the new 
multifunctional handle.



Yet more manoeuvrability and
versatility
Retaining the same wheelbase, 
the carrier side rails have been
shortened by 37 cm, which
increases manoeuvrability and
provides the spraying equipment
with the best position 
for its descent. 

New engines: new powers
New carrier, new engines. Here again, New Holland has chosen performance.
All conforming to “Tier II” standards, New Holland’s new thermal engines
offer new high-yield carriers all the power necessary in all conditions of use.
VL610 to 660 carriers have been fitted with a 6.75 litre capacity 6 turbo
cylinder intercooler engines and 145 to 175 horsepower. The VM460 carrier
is fitted with a 4.5 litre capacity 4 turbo cylinder intercooler and 128
horsepower. And for yet further autonomy, the fuel tank capacity has been
increased to 260 litres.

Programmed and regulated
forward motion speed
This new range of high-yield carriers
is fitted with an electric forward
motion control. This control allows
the programming and regulating 
of the forward motion speed. 
Thanks to this device, the operator 
can choose and keep constant his
forward motion speed, in all
conditions. For maximum precision,
two radars, one on each side, have
been factory-installed on the VL620,
630, 640 and 660 models.

New Anti-Skid hydrostatic
transmission: new performance
New carriers are fitted with a new
hydrostatic transmission benefiting
from numerous evolutions. With larger
capacity engines, torque is increased
by 10% off the front wheels and 
5% off the back wheels. The result:
the best possible traction. Thanks 
to the anti-skid system’s integrated
torque reduction, the operator avoids
the risk of slight front wheel spins 
in difficult gripping conditions. 
Lastly, thanks to a steering valve, the
manoeuvrability of the machines on
headland is further improved. Not
forgetting the new 105-cc/revolution
electric control forward motion pump,
which offers an increased output of
252 litres for 480 bar.
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New harvesting head: a global referenc
of the Gold medal at Sitevi 1980, 1988, 
Eima 2003.
The new harvesting heads resulting from
Braud technology are pendular and auto-
aligning. This new range benefits from
numerous innovations in harvesting quality.

Flexible back fixture beater system: harvesting
quality, flexibility, operational simplicity and
respect for the vines 
Each beater is maintained by this new, patented
back fixture system, Gold medal winner at the
Sitevi Innovation Awards 2003 and Eima 2003.
The new fixture allows for perfect control of the
beater action, with maximum flexibility further
improving the overall performance of the beater
system. This ensures total respect of vegetation,
grape harvesting and tying. Furthermore, this
fixture does not require any daily maintenance. 

Rapid beater deployment system: tailor-made harvesting
Being able to quickly and easily change the number and height of
beaters used in the fruit-bearing zone is an irrefutable advantage in
terms of harvesting quality and the gain in time and working comfort.
Patented and awarded Gold at the Sitevi Innovation Awards 2003 and
Eima 2003, this new system allows:
• Quick and easy modification of the number of beaters used, putting

them easily in and out of action.
• Easy regulation of the vertical position of each beater.
The optimal beater control setting also has an impact on the
cleanliness of grape harvesting. Harvesting quality is optimised, work
is facilitated and operational costs are reduced, as only the necessary
beaters are used.



e. Winner
2003 and

New conveyers: 
New conveyers have been designed 
to ensure quick washing and easy
maintenance. Washing is facilitated 
by the actual design of the conveyers,
which avoid accumulations, and
through an automatic rotation
inversion cycle in washing mode. 

Storage capacity: optimal autonomy
The new harvester heads are fitted
with stainless steel bars with a total
capacity of 2,100; 2,600 or 3,200
litres. The grape harvesting allocation
is ensured by the bar’s stainless steel
screws and charged by new large
capacity electric engines, which avoid
the risk of pollution. 

New buckets 
The new Norias are fitted with
new entirely redesigned large-
capacity buckets. In addition to
the new profile, the new double
riveting fixture ensures greater
flexibility for longer service life.   

Beaters’ electric pinching back:
beating on request, simplicity of use
The beaters’ pinching back takes place
by means of an electric control situated
on the control panel. A visual marker
indicates the horizontal distancing 
of the beaters. The beating system
therefore adapts according 
to vegetation density and 
separating difficulty.
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New Holland ginner-separator:
exclusive, patented and revolutionary.
Every VM and VL high-yield grape
harvester is able to take the Socma
patented exclusive license 
New Holland ginner-separator
(available as an option). Integrated 
in the machines, it constitutes 
a revolutionary leap in harvesting
quality:
• It allows for the discharge of

impurities mixed in the harvests.
• It performs an immediate separation

of all foreign bodies, which avoids
any harmful contact with the
harvests.

• A kit for equipping machines in the
SB range is also available.

Gain in quality, 
gain in productivity
The position of the ginner-separator
allows it to retain the total capacity
in the skips. Furthermore, its use
does not create any reduction 
in forward motion speed.
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Irrefutable results
Every test has proved the sorting
efficiency of the Socma patented
license New Holland ginner-
separator, and its superiority
compared with the wine merchant’s
stalk separator.

Destemming in the cellar

47%

71%

Grape harvester fitted with the New
Holland ginner-separator

Elimination of debris present in grape harvests 
(Source: ITV Report 2002)
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New cab: 
everything for improved work quality

The operator’s comfort has a direct
influence on his productivity. That is
why the new cab in the VM and VL 
is spacious, clear and offers optimal
visibility on all operations, whilst
ensuring efficient protection from the
sun's rays. Not forgetting the opening
of the back window, a top of the range
seat and an adjustable steering
column. Furthermore, the new cabs are
suspended, soundproofed, ventilated,
pressurised, waterproof, heated and
air-conditioned. And all this comes
standard!

Control panel: 
permanent settings display
Situated on the cab’s right hand
side panel and very simple to use,
the control panel allows the
operator to activate and regulate 
all the machine’s functions and to
directly check the correct sequence
of all the operations, thanks to four
permanent displays.

New multifunctional handle: 
“All in One” control
Integrated into the armrest, the new
multifunctional handle truly is an
“All in One” control, which allows
all the machine’s operations to be
monitored. With it, the operator is
able to monitor the forward motion
and the incline, but also activate,
control and regulate the harvester
head and the different multipurpose
tools’ operations. As standard 
eight programs are preset, but it is
possible on request, to store up 
to 23 programs to monitor the
different tools. 

Electric forward motion control:
programming and regulating 
the forward motion speed
With this control, integrated into the
armrest, the operator is able to, at any
moment, programme and regulate the
forward motion speed. It is made up 
of three parts: the multifunctional
handle lever, a valve position sensor 
for extremely precise speed regulation,
and the cruise control function.
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New machines, new versatility. Professional versatility, that is to say
simple and quick, immediate and without constraint, of which the first
objective is to facilitate the operator’s task. 

Professional versatility.



New front attachments fixture pole: Quick and easy
fixing by a single person and without a key
Thanks to this new extendable pole, controlled from
the multifunctional lever, the operator is able rapidly
fix all kinds of tools to the front. To adapt to all
configurations, the extendable pole is also adjustable
in height. The adjustment can be made from the cab.
And thanks to its kinematic features, the tools can be
as close as possible to the ready to work carrier and
can be moved away from the cab during lifting on the
headland. Thus, the operator retains all the benefits
of a very comfortable, spacious cab. This pole allows
the fixing and utilisation of tools, such as a tipper,
post-driver, pre-pruner, thinner, etc.

Attaching and detaching the harvester head: 
One person, no key, in 10 minutes flat
Stemming from Braud technology, New Holland has
developed a revolutionary and patented system
allowing a single operator without tools, to attach and
detach the harvester head and multipurpose tools in
precisely 10 minutes. A longitudinal guiding system
allows for the easy centring and engaging of the
harvester head or multipurpose tool on the new
carrier. And for yet more simplicity, the hydraulic and
electrical connections are grouped together and easily
accessible. On the spraying front, there’s nothing
simpler: the equipment developed in collaboration
with Berthoud (quotation Sitevi 2003) is connected in
less than 10 minutes. This equipment presents,
amongst other things, a new incline correcting and
hydraulic distancing spray boom, three chambers of
1,600; 2,000 or 2,500 litres and a hydraulic power
take-off of 50 hp or direct rapid drive.
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Simple, quick 
and economical maintenance.
New Holland grape-harvesters have always been designed 
with easy, quick and minimal maintenance in mind.
The access hatches allow the buckets and conveyers to be cleaned
with ease. Generally, all the important areas are easy to access in
order to reduce maintenance time to a minimum. Apart from all
this, the new VM and VL also present new innovations that
facilitate daily maintenance.

Centralised lubrication: 
and that’s it
In order to facilitate and reduce
maintenance, all the harvester
head’s lubricators have been
grouped together into 
one single point.

Semi-automatic washing: save time, save money
New Holland has provided as an option, a semi-automatic
washing system available in our new range. A spray boom
located in the interior of the harvesting tunnel is fitted with
sprinklers, positioned in the most strategic places: conveyers,
extractors and the harvesting tunnel. As an option, the machine
can be fitted with an autonomous on-board pump. A particularly
pertinent system, as it saves time, water and hygiene, the
residual sugars being eliminated, not forgetting 
its great ease of use.

Easy access to essential parts
The new machines’ hood is capable of
being pivoted for immediate and easy
access to the engine compartment. 
With a supplementary device really useful 
in the event of intensive work: the air filter
can be changed without lifting the hood.



Specifications.

Vine type intermediary large large large large large large

Multipurpose/versatile grape harvester 

with rapid disassembly ● – ● ● ● ● ●

Engine New Holland (*) New Holland (*) New Holland (*) New Holland (*) New Holland (*) New Holland (*) New Holland (*)

Power ISO TR 14396 [kW/hp(CV)] 94/128 107/145 107/145 107/145 120/160 120/160 129/175

Power EEC 88/195 [kW/hp(CV)] 88/120 98/133 98/133 98/133 111/151 111/151 120/160

Cylinders/suction 4/Turbo 6/Turbo 6/Turbo 6/Turbo 6/Turbo 6/Turbo 6/Turbo

with intercooler with intercooler with intercooler with intercooler with intercooler with intercooler with intercooler

Tank capacity (litres) 260 260 260 260 260 260 260

Hydrostatic transmission with anti-skid system ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Maximum turning radius (degrees) 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

Torque limiter ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Maximum gradient (%) 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

Maximum incline (%) 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Pendular harvester head with automatic vine stock guide spacing

Number of beaters (std.) 14 14 14 14 14 14 14

Flexible beater fixture ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Rapid beater activation/deactivation O – O ● ● ● ●

Pinching

Adjustable distance between right and left

beaters - controlled from the cab ● – ● ● ● ● ●

Closeness of the baskets to the ground (mm) 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300

Number of collecting baskets 2 x 61 2 x 63 2 x 63 2 x 63 2 x 63 2 x 63 2 x 63

Minimum harvesting height (mm) 150 150 150 150 150 150 150

Upper suckers ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Lower suckers – O – ● – ● ●

Stainless steel skips (litres) 2100/2600 2600/3200 2600/3200 2600/3200 2600/3200 2600/3200 2600/3200

Ginner-separators (with 2600/3200 litre skips) O O O O O O O

Cab O O O ● O ● ●

Multifunctional handle ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Monitor ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Steering column and adjustable seat ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Parking brake ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Dimensions

Max. height with cab, gatherer head on the ground (m) 3.63 3.63 3.63 3.63 3.63 3.63 3.63

Length with cab (m) 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81 5.81

Maximum width of motor (m) 2.63 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.83

Maximum width with harvester head installed (m) 2.80 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Front attachments fixture pole O O O O O O O

(*) Developed by CNH Engine Corporation         ● Standard O Optional – Not available

VM460 VL600 VL610 VL620 VL630 VL640 VL660


